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Half-Staff
In Tempe last week, a 26-year-old teacher was
shot and killed while sitting in his back yard.
The suspect fled, but was captured over in
California on Sunday.

Amy Stabler

Alison Miller

Caroline Lee

In New Orleans, a former boyfriend sought
out his girlfriend. He shot her, and he ended
up also shooting the off-duty police officer
who came across the scene and tried to render
aid to the young lady. The suspect later shot himself. All died.
In the aftermath of the Trump inauguration, the NRA was blasting out emails suggesting that the long nightmare of the feds trying to strip people of their gun rights
is over. Note to NRA – nobody is or has been trying to take away the right of people to keep and bear arms. And nobody who wants to buy a gun in Arizona has any
trouble doing so. In fact, if you’re in the right shopping center parking lot and have
some cash, you can buy one out of someone’s car trunk, cash and carry with no
questions asked.
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Continued: A Message From Steve
Important
Phone Numbers
Ward 6 Office
791-4601
Tucson Police
Department
911 or nonemergency
791-6813
Water Issues
791-3242/800-598-9449

Emergency: 791-4133
Street Maintenance
791-3154
Graffiti Removal
792-2489
Abandoned
Shopping Carts
791-3171
Neighborhood
Resources
837-5013
SunTran/SunLink
792-9222
TDD: 628-1565
Environmental
Services
791-3171
Park Tucson
791-5071
Planning and
Development
Services 791-5550
Pima Animal Care
Center
724-5900

Inauguration Quotes
As I go door to door out in the community, I hear a lot of angst about what’s to come with
the new administration. Last week we had bookends – the MLK Holiday and an inauguration speech that historically may have been a good complement to the spirit of the holiday.
Time will tell – but to frame how it could have gone, I gathered a series of quotes from
past inaugural speeches. Granted, they’re speeches, and how things played out in reality
may have been a different tale. But from the standpoint of sharing a hopeful tone, I
thought I’d let you reflect with me on some of them.
Thomas Jefferson – March 4, 1801 – “Let us, then, fellow citizens, unite with one heart
and one mind. Let us restore to social intercourse that harmony and affection without
which liberty and even life itself are but dreary things”
Abraham Lincoln – March 4, 1865 – “With malice toward none, with charity for all,
with firmness in the right, as God gives us to see the right, let us strive on to finish the
work we are in, to bind up the nation’s wounds.”
Theodore Roosevelt – March 4, 1905 – “Much has been given us, and much will rightfully be expected from us. We have duties to others and duties to ourselves; and we can
shirk neither.”
Franklin D. Roosevelt – March 4, 1933 – “This great nation will endure as it has endured, will revive and will prosper. So, first of all, let me assert my firm belief that the
only thing we have to fear is fear itself.”
John F. Kennedy – January 20, 1961 – “My fellow citizens of the world; Ask not what
America will do for you, but what together we can do for the freedom of man.”
Ronald Reagan – January 20, 1981 – “Let history say of us ‘those were the golden
years when the American Revolution was reborn, when freedom gained new life, when
America remembered her best.’”
George HW Bush – January 20, 1989 – “America is never wholly herself unless she is
engaged in high moral principle. We as a people have such a purpose today. It is to
make kinder the face of the nation, and gentler the face of the world.”
Bill Clinton – January 20, 1993 – “Our Democracy must not only be the envy of the
world, but the engine of our own renewal. There is nothing wrong with America that
cannot be cured by what is right with America.”
George W. Bush – January 20, 2001 – “America has never been united by blood or
birth or soil. We are bound by ideals that move us beyond our backgrounds, lift us
above our interests and teach us what it means to be citizens.”

Pima County Vector
Control
Cockroaches 724-3401 Barack Obama – January 20, 2009 – “This is the meaning of our liberty and our creed
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– why men and women and children of every race and every faith can join in celebration
across this magnificent mall, and why a man whose father is less than 60 years of age
might not have been served at a local restaurant can now stand before you to take a most
sacred oath.
On this day, we gather because we have chosen hope over fear, unity of purpose over conflict and discord ... The time has come to reaffirm our enduring spirit; to choose our better history; to carry forward that precious gift, that noble idea, passed on from generation
to generation: the God-given promise that all are equal, all are free, and all deserve a
chance to pursue their full measure of happiness.”
I listened to the inauguration speech given by President Trump last Friday. Here’s an excerpt that exemplifies the tone throughout:
The wealth of our middle class has been ripped from their homes and then redistributed
across the entire world. But that is the past. And now we are looking only to the future.
We assembled here today are issuing a new decree to be heard in every city, in every foreign capital and in every hall of power. From this day forward, a new vision will govern
our land. From this moment on, it’s going to be America First. Every decision on trade,
on taxes, on immigration, on foreign affairs, will be made to benefit American workers
and American families. We must protect our borders from the ravages of other countries
making our products, stealing our companies and destroying our jobs. Protection will
lead to great prosperity and strength.
He said our cities are “crime-ridden” and committed to stop the “American carnage.” But
U.S. violent crime statistics show that rates in 2015 were less than half of what they were in
1991.

Tucson’s Birthday

Important
Phone Numbers
Senator John
McCain (R)
520-670-6334
Senator Jeff
Flake (R)
520-575-8633
Congresswoman
Martha McSally (R)
(2nd District)
(202) 225-2542
Tucson Office: 520881-3588
Congressman
Raul Grijalva (D)
(3th District)
520-622-6788
Governor Doug
Ducey (R)
602-542-4331
Tucson office:
520-628-6580
Mayor Jonathan
Rothschild
520-791-4201

He promised to ‘bring back our jobs.’ In each of the past 75 months there has been an over-

ZoomTucson Map
http://
maps.tucsonaz.gov
/zoomTucson/
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all increase in the number of jobs in the economy. He said it was time to ‘get our people
off of welfare and back to work.’ Welfare rolls declined during the Obama administration.
President Clinton signed work requirements and time limits into law back in 1996. Since
then the rates have been falling. And he blasted what is going to be a legislative branch
he’ll have to work with for ‘refusing to defend our borders.’ U.S. Border Patrol’s budget
has tripled since 2001, and we now have double the number of CPB agents we did back
then.
These newsletters aren’t just ‘straight news.’ I often share a piece of myself in them, on a
wide variety of topics. On this one, I’ll only say that as I read the quotes from previous
inaugural speeches and compare them to the most recent one, I am deeply troubled by the
strident, protectionist, and frankly simplistic overstatements contained in the Trump
speech. There was no humility expressed respecting the magnitude of the office, nor a
common vision for bringing us together after what was a contentious and divisive campaign.
In Tucson on Saturday we held the Women’s March. There were a few thousand people
taking part. Thankfully, it was peaceful.
I suppose everyone involved had their
own individual reason for taking part, but
everybody I’ve spoken with is really
ready to see the rhetoric level dropped,
and an increase in the willingness to work
together on some significant issues we
face in common.

Photo Credit: Max Darrow, KGUN9

Martin Luther King, Jr. said ‘the moral
arc of history bends upwards.’ Let’s hope.

Guns, the Constitution and the Courts
Here’s another step in our ongoing litigation against the state on how we dispose of property. Last week the Arizona State Supreme Court issued an opinion – actually, more like
pushed the issue down the game board a step. The court had asked both sides to weigh in
on whether they should address the constitutionality of SB1487 (the law that violates the
Constitution on multiple counts) or simply rule on whether we should be forced to be the
state’s arms dealer. In our answer, we said this:
The constitutionality of A.R.S. § 41-194.01 must be addressed before this Court considers
the merits of the State’s Petition. Section 41-194.01 is the vehicle through which the State
brought the Petition. If the statutory basis for the Petition is unconstitutional, the basis for
the Petition disappears.
Pretty simple logic. If I pass a law that alters legitimate constitutional roles of branches of
the government, violates the due process of every jurisdiction in the state, forces a taking
of our State Shared Revenues based on the executive branch thinking we might be in violation of a law, and ignores our charter, then I’d say the court needs to consider that set of
facts before accepting a case whose entire basis for arriving at the bench stems from that
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law. Brnovich ignored it. The State Supreme Court asked us if they should, too.
Here’s their answer:

Tucson’s Birthday

What they did was punt it back to each side yet again. Now at least we have a date for a
hearing. And we won’t have to put up $57M to get there, as was mandated by the unconstitutional law against which they’re asking us to argue. They’ve already ignored one piece of
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the law in booking this hearing. We’ll see what they do with the rest of it.
The answer could be that they require all this preparation and ultimately just decide to wait
on the Superior Court. That’s fine, but all of this continues to be a waste of your resources.
Our brief ended with this quote from Lyndon Johnson. It was during the Vietnam conflict,
and he was being asked about how tough things were from sitting in his chair as President.
“When the burdens of the Presidency seem unusually heavy, I always remind myself it
could be worse. I could be a Mayor.” I’d add, or a City Council Member. We’re at the
front lines of protecting your interests against a state legislature that is being driven by an
ideological framework intent on taking local decision making and tossing it into a scrap
heap. If we don’t cede them that authority, the threat is the revenues with which we provide parks, roads, public safety, and the rest. We’ll be there on February 28th to continue
that fight.
Last week I reported about a bill (HB2120) that would have made it illegal for schools,
colleges, or universities in Arizona to teach courses that advocated social justice. It’s an
example of what’s coming out of Phoenix. Well, last week that bill died in committee. One
small step for mankind coming from the legislature.
Right now up in Phoenix they’re considering a bill that tweaks SB1487 in ways that appear
to give the AG more discretion in forwarding complaints to the Supreme Court. In dropping this new bill, they seem to be admitting even before the court rules that 1487 is fundamentally flawed. Here’s hoping the court recognizes the game they’re playing and tosses
this whole case out.
Drought Contingency Plan and the State Budget
Last week the governor made public his state budget document. I’ve written plenty about
the inter- and intra-state efforts to hold off the declaration of a shortage on the Colorado
River. There’s a 50/50 chance it’ll happen next year, and according to state water experts,
a 30% chance we’ll drop into a second tier shortage. As the water levels in Lake Mead decline due to the structural imbalance in use versus supply, it becomes more and more difficult to make up for what’s lost. The Drought Contingency Plan (DCP) is intended to push
that condition out into the future.
Ducey gave some mention to the DCP in his budget. It took until page 417 for it to become
a matter of budgetary consideration, but at least it’s there. Here’s what he had to say:
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So that’s the opener – to the state, this is an economic issue. Ultimately it is. But it’s much
more than a fiscal problem. It’s ensuring a secure water future for residents of the state, and
of the southwest generally. But if he needs to frame his mention of water in terms of money,
at least it’s a part of the state dialogue. The statement continues on page 418:
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Note the nuanced phrase “the federal government is evaluating a payment of $42M.” It’s
not a guarantee, and it’s baked into successful negotiation of the DCP among the lower basin states. Even at that level though, “Arizona entities” are being asked to fund the $19M
balance. The state is only picking up $2M of that. I’ve asked our water department people
what the city’s obligation will be. We’re at the very front end of our budget discussions –
that answer will be an important piece of what we face in those talks. No word yet, but I’ll
certainly share it when it’s out.
As a follow-up to last week’s newsletter, in which I invited people to sign onto the water
conservation letter a number of us have put together to be sent to the governor, I can share
that well over a dozen of you have written to ask to have your name added. It’s gratifying to
see so many people who recognize the importance of this issue, and who are willing to sign
onto important statements affirming that concern.
Tucson Emerging 2030 District
Water security certainly does have an economic component. Locally, there’s a further effort
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to act on the importance of energy and resource conservation. It’s called the Tucson Emerging 2030 District. It is an
actual geographic area in the city in which the goal is to reduce energy, water use, and transportation emissions by the
year 2030. Using the built environment and attracting density to make the transportation piece make sense is how the
district is hoping to meet the goal.
This map shows the boundaries of the district:
The U.S. Energy Information Administration estimates that just
under half of our energy consumption
comes from characteristics of buildings.
The district you see in
the map is building a
membership of property owners, managers, and developers
who are buying into
making changes to
their structures that
will help meet the goals. Reduced costs of operating the buildings will make them more
attractive in the market. So yes, there’s a financial component to energy and water conservation that complements the social benefits.
Classes are being offered at Pima College by the energy stars who are forming the district.
They’ll be held on Mondays from 5:00 pm until 7:30 pm, January 30th through May 15th.
There will also be field work sessions during which building assessments will be performed. By becoming a member, you’ll receive the results of those assessments, access to
green building planning resources, professional services at reduced rates, access to the district vendor list, and yes, financial incentives.
Some conservation-savvy folks are leading this effort. They include the Watershed Management Group, Arizona Advance (Green Building Council), and Energy Star. It’s about
how architecture affects the environment in positive ways. Look at the district map and if
you’re a property owner, manager, or potential developer – or a tenant who’d like to learn
enough to get your landlord involved – contact Peter Dobrovolny at peter.dobrovolny@gmail.com, or call him at 206.355.5286. They’re registering people now
and slots are limited, so if you’re interested, act quickly.
Home Ownership Incentives
Last summer, Jonathan and I hosted a home ownership event in the UA main ballroom.
Gathered there were lending institutions, representatives from the Industrial Development
Authority (IDA) promoting down-payment incentives, several UA area neighborhood
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leaders eager to encourage new home owners, and community organizations who presented
short seminars on how to maneuver through the whole home buying process. The piece that
was missing was identifying specific homes in the area that had been rentals or simply vacant for extended periods of time.
We had originally hoped to get realtors to step up and identify properties for potential buyers. As it turned out, midtown neighbors did the legwork to identify the houses, about 350
of them. Dr. Ron Spark took the initiative, gathered the data, and has since reached out to
specific realtors to help get them to market. What the Realtors Association wouldn’t do, the
neighbors have done.
The master list of the UA area homes that are being marketed is now in the hands of these
realtors:
Centra Realty - Colette Brajas
RE/MAX Trends - Nicole Brule-Fisher and Alex Berger
Habitation Realty - Alex Mastrangelo
Bright Properties - Phil Lipman
Southwest Urban - Leo Casebierpersdons
Beth Jones Realty - Beth Jones
Long Realty - John Mijac
There are some very attractive homebuyer down payment incentives you can find through
IDA programs. For a description of those to match up with your home, contact Marilyn
Robinson at marilynr@email.arizona.edu. The rules are that these are for owner-occupied
houses, not rentals. In an effort to stabilize these neighborhoods, I’m hoping you link up
with the folks listed and see if any of these make sense for you and your family.
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Planning and Development Services Director
The hiring of our new Planning and Development Services Department (PDSD) Director is
directly related to neighborhood stability. Last week the City Manager finished his outreach
and the public process of interviewing what turned out to be five candidates. An offer of
employment was made, and after having brought his family to visit Tucson, Manjeet Ranu
accepted the position.
Manjeet’s most recent positions have been as Acting Director for Planning and Building for
the City of Encinitas and Planning Manager for El Cajon, California. Neither has had the
budget or number of employees he’ll be managing here. Neither of those cities has the significant historic preservation ethic that we do, or a major university sitting in the heart of
historic districts. So the challenges will be new and different for Manjeet as he steps into
this role.
I know I join all of you in welcoming Manjeet to his new job. I’ve already reached out to
the City Manager and suggested a Meet and Greet when Manjeet has had a chance to get his
feet planted and learn a bit about his new department.
Welcome to Tucson – we’re looking forward to working with you, Manjeet.
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Code Enforcement
Last week I met with Tucson Residents for
Responsive Government (TRRG) and gave
them an update on what progress has been
made in the area of Code Enforcement since
our meeting with Mesa’s administrator and
enforcement officers about three months
ago. I’ve shared this with staff, so I’m not
speaking out of school. The answer is that
very little has changed.
We’re not interested in a festival, but we are
interested in seeing some concrete changes
to how code enforcement is being effected
in the community.
The follow-up will be immediate. I’m meeting with some TRRG representatives and the
City Manager today to continue pushing for changes in how we do code compliance work
out in the community. We need to get some process in place that will be akin to the Special
Hearing Officer used in Mesa, whether that’s through an IGA with a surrounding jurisdiction or some other change. The courts are too time consuming, and the judges have shown
that they are willing to simply give time extensions to the people who violate the Neighborhood Preservation Ordinance (NPO), refuse to abate their violations, and end up in front of
them. That’s insensitive to the legitimate needs of the residents. In addition, we need to take
a look at the level of fines we’re charging, the amount of discretion that enforcement officers are allowed out in the field, upgrading our software so our officers are more efficient,
use of Community Service Officers to help with some of the enforcement work, and possiTucson’s Birthday
bly trimming the areas Code Enforcement is responsible for monitoring. Building inspections and zoning issues related to the development code are a special skill and knowledge
set that may not be properly under the purview of our Code Enforcement division.
Since I began doing this work seven years ago, the issue of enforcing the NPO has been a
persistent and nagging problem for neighbors who live in midtown. Other council offices
may have similar experiences. Enough time has passed without meaningful changes to how
we enforce code compliance. It’s now front and center.
Undergraduate Biology
Research Program
The acronym is UBRP –
affectionately pronounced
“you burp.” The program
includes an amazing group of young undergrads working under the leadership of Carol
Bender. I spent a chunk of Saturday afternoon over at ENR2 on the UA campus checking in
on the various projects on which these students are working. I mention it here because as
they graduate, this is a quality group of young people we’d love to see stay here in Tucson.
Safe and secure neighborhoods with plenty of owner-occupied housing is a part of that.
The UBRP program encourages hands-on work by the students. During the Saturday event,
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you could see their individual progress on a wide variety of pretty impressive projects.
They’re studying proteins in both healthy and diseased kidneys, cancer in a wide variety
of areas, microbiology and our immune systems, testing genetics and motor coordination,
migraines, strokes, and dementia. And the work is not just reading about the topics in a
book. On Saturday, there were well over 100 posters on display showing original research,
with the students standing alongside giving verbal descriptions of their work.
Congratulations to Carol and her staff in the UBRP program. If I were a betting man, I’d
suspect none of her kids are the ones to whom we’re issuing Red Tags for unruly gatherings. I envision them hard at work on these important areas of study. If you’d like to see
more about the program, go to ubrp.arizona.edu.
Tricked Screening
We’re a week away from the Loft screening of
Tricked. I now have the panel set for the post
show discussion.
January is Trafficking Awareness month. TPD
has made special outreach efforts, Southern
Arizona trafficking agencies held a forum, and
we’re capping it off with this very tough film
and discussion. Every young person in this
city is vulnerable. Parents need to know.
On the panel, we’ll have a couple of trafficking survivors speaking about their experiences. You’ll also hear from a special agent who
works trafficking for Homeland Security. And
coming down from Phoenix will be
Dominique Roe. She’s the Director of the Office of Sex Trafficking Research at ASU.
Dominique will speak on the demand side of
the issue – that is, what can and is being done
in other jurisdictions to increase the penalties
for the guys who are out buying our girls.
I’m working with the City Attorney on a demand-side approach to this problem. I hope to
have something in front of the M&C soon. Come on Monday the 30th to hear why this is
such an important and timely topic.
Doors will open at 5:30 pm. The show starts at 6:00 pm. This is a free screening, with the
cost of the event picked up by a local foundation.
Major Upcoming Events
Both of the events I’m sharing are annual
events that draw quite a wide audience. The
Gem Show, in particular, is critical to our
economy.
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Gem and Mineral Show
This year’s Gem and Mineral Show will take place from
January 28th through February 12th (my bride’s birthday).
As in the past, there will be multiple shows scattered
throughout downtown, up Stone, to the east, and out to
the southwest by the Holidome. The signature events are
held in the TCC: the American Gem Trade Association
from January 31st through February 5th, and the Tucson
Gem and Mineral Society show (the original gem and
mineral show) from February 9th through the 12th.
If you want to look at all of the various shows, check them out on the events section of visittucson.org. You find that link in the upper right-hand side of the home page.
DM Heritage Training
Around that same time, DM will host this year’s Heritage
Flight Training and Certification Course above Tucson.
The planes will begin arriving on February 7th and 8th,
and the training will take place from the 9th through the
12th.
The planes scheduled to take part in this year’s training
exercises include the P-38 Lightning, the F-86 Sabre, the
P-51 Mustang, a P-47 Thunderbolt, some F-16s, A-10s,
and F-22s, and the F-35 Lightning II. In as much as Tucson is still listed as a possible alternate for the F-35s, this may be a chance to see and hear
them. They were here last year, but as I recall they seemed to be flying in neutral while over
Tucson’s Birthday
the city, so no real sound assessment was possible.
I doubt we’ll see the ‘fly-off’ Representative McSally called for between the A-10 and the F
-35. But seeing the historic planes flying in formation with the current fleet will be fun to
see.
If you have questions about what’s coming, you can contact DM’s Public Affairs office at
228.3407, or email at 355WGPA@us.af.mil.
Down the Road Events
I know there are various nonprofits around the city that plan their events around the UA
home football schedule. To avoid conflicts. The fall 2017 schedule was released last week.
Game times aren’t included – media will make those calls later in the summer – but the
home dates and opponents are locked in. Here it is:
September 2nd home vs. NAU
September 9th home vs. Houston
September 16th at UTEP
September 22nd home vs. Utah
October 7th at Colorado
October 14th home vs. UCLA

October 21st at Cal
October 28th home vs. WSU
November 4th at USC
November 11th home vs. Oregon State
November 18th at Oregon
November 25th at ASU
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Three of our last four games are on the road versus USC, Oregon, and ASU. Not a pretty
way to end the year.
While I’m on the UA sports program, I thought I’d share how the student athletes are also
engaged out in the community. January is CATS Give Back Effort month, where each
team’s goal is to get out into the community and do some public service. If you have ideas
as to where the teams could serve, let me know and I’ll pass them along. So far, these are
the commitments they’ve made:
Gymnastics – TMC & Diamond Children’s Hospital Visits
Volleyball – American Red Cross Smoke Alarm Install-a-thon
Women’s Basketball – Banner University Medical Center
Men’s Golf – Feed My Starving Children
Baseball – Speaking to local Cub Scouts
Women’s Golf – Beat Back Buffelgrass Day
Beach Volleyball – Visiting Butterfield Elementary School
Football – TMC Hospital Visit
Men’s Tennis – Saddlebrook Tennis Clinic
Women’s Tennis – Saddlebrook Tennis Clinic & Green Valley Tennis Clinic
Men’s & Women’s Swimming & Diving – Boys & Girls Club Visit
Remembering back to ‘the day’ – seeing college athletes was like seeing heroes. It’s great
to see the teams visiting at-risk youth throughout the community.
Reid Park Zoo Animal Hospital Groundbreaking
On Sunday, Jonathan and I joined our partners
from the Tucson Zoological Society, donors,
docents, and the Reid Park Zoo staff in breaking
ground on what will eventually become the
zoo’s new hospital. In the photo, Jonathan is
trying to get out of having to do manual labor.
We wouldn’t let him. Also involved in the ceremony was Dr. Shane Burgess, the VP of Agriculture, Life and Veterinary Sciences at the UA.
The connection with campus is going to be a
major benefit to not only the students as they
gain hands-on experience, but also to the zoo
staff as they gain valuable input from the University.
This will be a $4M project – all funded by the
generosity of the Tucson Zoological Society,
with some corporate help from FreeportMcMoRan and Cox. The real beneficiaries will
be the animals who will soon be treated in a
modern and appropriate care facility. It’s one more positive step in the evolution of this
major regional attraction.
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Last year the Reid Park Zoo hosted over half a million visitors. It’s truly a signature venue
for visitors and residents alike.
Sincerely,

Steve Kozachik
Council Member, Ward 6
Ward6@tucsonaz.gov

Events and Entertainment
Tucson Roadrunners vs. San Diego Gulls
Wednesday, January 25, 2017 | 7:05 pm
Friday, January 27, 2017 | 7:05 pm
Saturday, January 28, 2017 | 7:05 pm
Tucson Convention Center, 260 S Church Ave
Purchase tickets and see the whole schedule at tucsonroadrunners.com.
Ballet Tucson Winter Concert: “Love Songs & Other Dances”
Friday, February 3, 2017 | 7:30 pm
Saturday, February 4, 2017 | 2:00 pm & 7:30 pm
Sunday, February 5, 2017 | 1:00 pm & 5:00 pm
Ballet Tucson celebrates love and opera in a concert to share with your favorite valentine!
ballettucson.org/performances-ticketsTucson’s Birthday

Ongoing
Arizona State Museum, 1013 E University Blvd | www.statemuseum.arizona.edu
"Snaketown: Hohokam Defined"Exhibit, through July 1, 2017
Arizona Theater Company, 330 S Scott Ave | www.arizonatheatre.org
“La Esquinita, USA,” by Rubén C. González, January 14 – February 4, 2017
The Rogue Theatre, The Historic Y, 300 E University Blvd | www.theroguetheatre.org
“The White Snake,” by Mary Zimmerman, January 12–29, 2017
Tucson Museum of Art, 140 N Main Ave | www.TucsonMusuemofArt.org
Tucson Convention Center, 260 S Church St | tucsonconventioncenter.com
Meet Me at Maynards, 311 E Congress St | www.MeetMeatMaynards.com
A social walk/run through the Downtown area. Every Monday, rain or shine, holidays too!
Check-in begins at 5:15pm.
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Mission Garden, 929 W Mission Ln | www.tucsonbirthplace.org
A living agricultural museum and ethnobotanical garden at the site of Tucson's Birthplace
(the foot of "A-Mountain"). For guided tours call 520-777-9270.
Children's Museum Tucson, 200 S 6th Ave | www.childernsmuseumtucson.org
Tucson Botanical Gardens, 2150 N Alvernon Way | www.tucsonbotanical.org
“Frida Kahlo: Art, Garden, Life” Exhibit, October 10, 2016 – May 31, 2017
Southern Arizona Transportation Museum, 414 N Toole Ave |
www.tucsonhistoricdepot.org
UA Mineral Museum, 1601 E University Blvd | www.uamineralmuseum.org
Jewish History Museum, 564 S Stone Ave | www.jewishhistorymuseum.org
Fox Theatre, 17 W Congress St | www.FoxTucsonTheatre.org
Hotel Congress, 311 E Congress St | hotelcongress.com
Loft Cinema, 3233 E Speedway Blvd | www.loftcinema.com
Rialto Theatre, 318 E Congress St | www.rialtotheatre.com

